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We propose an intelligent locationaware city guide system which uses a “metal detector”
metaphor for navigating users. Our system allows users to detect shops that match their
preferences, in the same way an actual metal detector would be used to find metal objects.

• Detecting Frequented Shops

• Finding Matching Shops

Find past visits within a certain
distance from the shop.

• “Metal Detector” Interface

Metal is nearby!

Sample visits

BEEP
BEEP

Nice shop(s) are nearby!
BEEP
BEEP
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• “Pointing” Mode
BEEP
BEEP

This way!

actual location of the shop
mean of the sample visits
Judge if the mean of the sample
visits and the actual shop location
are statistically identical.

First, GPS location history is
transformed into a record of visits, by
determining visits from signal losses.
Next, for each shop, visits within a
predefined distance are picked out
(sample visits).
Whether a shop is frequented or not is
judged by comparing the mean of the
sample visits and the shop location,
using a twotailed ttest.

By using users’ frequented shops as
input to the itembased collaborative
filtering algorithm, shops that match
each user’s preferences are picked out.

Our “metal detector” interface enables
users to detect shops that match their
preferences, just like actual metal
detectors are used to detect metal.

The shops are displayed on the screen
using starshaped icons.

The system emits beeping sounds when
there is a recommended shop nearby,
and the sound intervals become shorter
as the user moves closer.

Although this fully serves the objective
of recommending shops, since our
system is intended for use in the city,
we cannot expect users to be always
looking at the screen.

Users do not have to be constantly
paying attention to the screen, and can
freely enjoy themselves in the city, only
to be notified when there is a shop that
may match their preferences nearby.

When the device is set to “pointing”
mode, beeping sounds are emitted
when there are many recommended
shops in the direction in which the user
is pointing the device.
This function requires a GPS receiver
equipped with an electronic compass.
A wizardofoz study has revealed that
users tend to visit recommended
locations more often when using our
interface, and that they feel less need
to pay attention to the device.

An alternative interface that requires
less user attention is needed.
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